Off the coast of Pacifica, sits a hidden treasure

Love your body from head to toe with karma’s amazing body treatments.
Each treatment includes massage manipulations leaving your body
melting with relaxation.

called karma wellness boutique a small,
simple and quaint spa with big heart. karma’s
belief is that daily stresses on the mind, body

***I am a Bronzed Beauty.
This treatment will have you looking like you were kissed by the sun
without the sun’s harmful rays touching your delicate skin. Your
body will be polished with a micro fine scrub which will then be
removed with warm towels. Lastly we will apply a bronzing cream
with soothing massage strokes. You will look and feel like you
stepped off the plane from a tropical vacation.

50 minutes

80 w/face 90

and spirit can be healed from within; therefore,
our goal is to guide and teach our clients
about wellness. We specialize in advanced
skin care treatments for the face and body as
well as high quality waxing services. karma’s

I am Glowing.
Sugar and spice this treatment is everything nice. Make your body
glow with a warm organic sugar polish or a therapeutic sea salt
scrub. Your skin is the largest organ and needs to be exfoliated to
fully function. Both exfoliation treatments include essential oils to put
your mind and body at ease.

60 minutes

75

approach is to come from a place of compassion believing that it is “good karma” to treat
our clients with the quality care that they
deserve. All of our skincare treatments begin

I am Complete.
Don’t leave your back out…or do! But make sure you treat it to a
backcial first. You will have a silky smooth back to match your
beautiful complexion leaving you feeling complete from front to back.

45 minutes

in an affirmation because when you begin with
a positive thought it will end in a positive result.

65

I am Grounded.
Get grounded and centered by learning to let go of stagnant
energy with this hands on healing and guided meditation treatment.
Cleanse your aura and realign each chakra to promote energy,
self-healing and balance the mind, body & spirit. When you clear
away chatter and begin to listen within you are able to take a
moment and reconnect.

30 minutes / 60 minutes
***Denotes recommendation of the I am devoted series
with service.

30 / 60
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